Under some generic conditions, we show how a unique stable periodic orbit can bifurcate from a homoclinic orbit for semilinear parabolic equations and retarded functional differential equations. This is a generalization of a result of Sil'nikov for ordinary differential equations.
Introduction
Consider an autonomous differential equation in the plane with a real parameter e :
(0.1) where x € R . and Dxf(0,s) and (0.2) Assume that there exists a homoclinic orbit of (0.1) to the origin 0 at s = 0. It is well known that under certain transversality conditions on equation (0.1 ) an exponentially stable periodic orbit will bifurcate from the homoclinic orbit as the parameter e changes (see Andronov, Leontovich, Gordon and Maier [1] and Chow and Hale [3] , for example, for more details). In [9] Neimark and Sil'nikov generalized the above result to R replacing condition (0.2) by an appropriate condition on the eigenvalues. This generalization is nontrivial since we are not able to make a smooth change of coordinates to reduce the study of local behavior of solutions near a hyperbolic equilibrium to that of a linear system. In fact, all the difficulties are related to some fine estimates on the longtime behavior of solutions in a small neighborhood of a hyperbolic equilibrium. In [10] , Sil'nikov considered similar problems in higher dimensions. (For some interesting applications, see, for example, Evans, Fenichel and Feroe [4] and Feroe [5] .)
The purpose of this paper is to show that Sil'nikov's theorem may be generalized to some infinite-dimensional systems. We consider two kinds of infinitedimensional systems, namely, semilinear parabolic differential equations and retarded functional differential equations. Since the flows defined by these equations are semiflows (solutions may not be extended backwards in time), we are not able to use Sil'nikov's method directly for our problems. However, the basic approach is based on an idea of Sil'nikov [10] which reduces the bifurcation problem to continuation of fixed points for a one-parameter family of maps (see (iii) in §2 for semilinear parabolic equations or Lemma 3.11 in §3 for retarded functional differential equations). As in the finite-dimensional cases, the main difficulty in the proof is to obtain local estimates of solutions of our equations near hyperbolic equilibria. We note that in many aspects, our estimates are new even in the finite-dimensional cases. Our estimates are all related to linear variational equations along semiorbits of the nonlinear equations. By using these estimates, we are able to obtain smoothness properties of the above mentioned maps and to find the fixed points.
In [2 and 12] , similar results are obtained by using different methods. In [2] , Blazqueg generalized Sil'nikov's theorem to semilinear parabolic equations by using Sil'nikov's work [10] on finite-dimensional systems. This work seems to be sketchy. In [12] , Walther generalized Sil'nikov's theorem to retarded functional differential equations. Walther's approach is based on the A-lemma (inclination lemma) for retarded functional differential equations.
We also note that while we require the vector fields to be at least C , Walther needs only C2 vector fields and obtains similar results for functional differential equations.
In § 1, we consider semilinear parabolic equations. We derive all the necessary estimates required in the proof of our main result. In §2, we construct the oneparameter family of maps and prove our main result (Theorem 2.3) . Retarded functional differential equations are treated in §3. An application is given in §4. In this paper, we will give detailed proofs for semilinear parabolic equations. For retarded functional differential equations, we will only give proofs when they are different from those for semilinear parabolic equations.
Local analysis
In this section, we consider the behavior of solutions of a semilinear equation in a Banach space near a hyperbolic equilibrium. Our estimates are based on the work of Henry [8] and a modified Gronwall's inequality (Lemma 1.1). The main estimate is stated in Lemma 1.3 which gives the exponential bounds in finite time of solutions of the variational equation along a solution in a small neighborhood of the equilibrium. We also give the upper and lower bound for the time for which a solution will stay in a fixed neighborhood of the hyperbolic equilibrium. These estimates seem to be new even for ordinary differential equations in R . The main purpose of this section is to define a map in a small neighborhood of the hyperbolic equilibrium which is closely related to the usual Poincaré map but is somewhat different. In Lemma 1.7, we show that this map is Lipschitz with a small Lipschitz constant. The construction of the map is based on Sil'nikov's ideas [10] and the smoothness is based on the estimates.
Let X be a Banach space with norm | • | and A: X -> X be a linear sectoral operator with dense domain 3(A) which generates an analytic semigroup {e~At , t > 0} on X. For 0 < a < 1 , let Aa be the a-fractional power of A (see Henry [8, ) with domain 2>(Aa). Let o(A) be the spectrum of A and assume that Re a (A) > 0. Define for each 0 < a < 1, Xa = 2S(Aa), |x|a = Max|.
It is well known that Xa is a Banach space with norm \ • \a and X = X. Furthermore, for a > ß > 0, Xa is a dense subspace of X with continuous inclusion. Let Yx and Y2 be Banach spaces. We denote by L(YX , Y2) the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from Yx to Y2 equipped with the operator norm induced by the norms of Yx and Y2. Let U0 c Xa x R be an open neighborhood of the origin and e0 > 0 be fixed. Consider the following semilinear autonomous equation with a parameter ee [-e0,e0 ]: x = -Ax + f(x,y,e), (x ,y) G U0 , e G [-eQ ,eQ], y =Xy + g(x,y,e), (x,v)e U0 , eG [-e0,e0 ], where /: U0 x [-e0 ,e0] -* X, g: U0x [-e0 ,e0 ] -► R and X > 0 is fixed. Let a (A) be the spectrum of A . Consider the following hypotheses:
(HI) Reo(A) > p > X > 0, where p is a fixed constant;
(H2) / G C3 e0] ,X], gcC3 [U0x [s0 , e0] , R] and /(0,0,e) = 0, £>(xy)/(0,0,0) = 0, sG [-e0,s0 ], g(0,0,e) = 0, D{xy)g(0,0,0) = 0, ee [-e0,e0] , where the derivatives are taken in the Banach space Xa x R. By hypotheses (HI) and (H2), there exists a neighborhood B(SX) = {(x ,y): \x\a < Sx, \y\ < Sx} of (0,0) contained in UQ and 0 < e, < e0 such that the local stable and unstable manifolds Hfoc(e) and W^c(e) exist in B(SX) for e G [-£j ,£,] , where <?, > 0 is a small constant. Furthermore they are C -manifolds and are given by (1.2) Hfoc(e) = {(x ,y) G B(ôx): y = hs(x,e), \x\a < Sx} , (See Henry [8, pp. 112-116] .)
For e G [-£, ,£,] we define a diffeomorphism H(-,■ ,e) by (1.6) (x ,y) = H(x ,y ,e) = (x -hu(y ,e) ,y) which is near the identity map by (1.5) . Its inverse map is (1.7) (x,y) = H~x(x,y ,e) = (x + h"(y ,e),y), ee [-e,,«,] .
Let (x(i), v(0) be a classical solution of (1.1) (see Henry [8, ) and Ux(e) = H(B(SX) ,e). Since y(t) is finite dimensional, H maps the solution (x(t),y(t)) of (1.1) into the solution (x(t) ,y(t)) = H(x(t), y(t) ,e) of (18) x = Ax + f(x,y,e), (x ,y) cUx (e),ec [-ex ,ex], y =Xy +g(x,y ,e), (x ,y) cTJx(e), £€ [-£, ,e,] , where f(x ,y ,e)=f(H~x(x ,y ,e) ,e) + Ahu(y ,e) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) -Dyhu(y ,e)[Xy + g(H~x(x ,y ,e) ,e)], g(x,y ,e)=g(H~x(x,y ,e),e).
Conversely, let (x(t),y(t)) be a solution of (1.8) . Note that y(t) is finite dimensional. By (1.7) , (x(t) ,y(t)) = H~x(x(t) ,y(t) ,e) is a solution of (1.1).
Thus, we have shown that equation (1.1) is conjugate to equation (1.8) via the change of variables (1.6) .
Since //(-,-,£) is near the identity map for all £ G [-£, ,ex] , without loss of generality we assume there is a neighborhood Ux of (0 ,0) such that 77, c Vx(e) for every £ e [-£, ,£,] . Let ô2 > 0 be so small that B(S2) = {(x,y):\x\a<ô2,\y\<ô2}cVx.
Note that (1.9) implies that / G C2 [5(r52) Note that ? is C1 since / is C2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use It follows that by an appropriate change of variables we may assume that the local unstable manifold of equation (1.1) is given by the y-axis in the neighborhood Ux of (0,0) and (1.10) f(x,y,e) = P(x,y,e)-x.
However, we will lose two derivatives in this process. This says that if we assume / has the form (1.10), then the function P is only C .
In the following, we assume / takes the form (1.10), P is C and Ux = B(S2). By hypothesis (H2) we choose S2 > 0, 0 < £2 < £1 and a constant C, > 0 so that for every (x ,y ,£) G B(S2) x [-e2 ,e2], we have (1.11) \Dxhs(x,e)\<Cx\x\a, (1.12) \Dyhu(y,e)\a<Cx\y\, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) |i,(*.y,«)lÄ<C1(|x|a + |y|), (1.14) \D{xy)P(x,y,e)\a<Cx,
(1-16) \D{x^g(x,y,e)\<Cx(\x\a + \y\).
For each (¿;, r\, e) G B(S2) x [s2, e2], there exists a unique classical solution (x(t;¿; ,n ,e) ,y(t;£ ,n ,e)) G B(S2), 0 < t < T < +00, for some T which depends on (£ , n , e) satisfying the variation of constants formula x(t;c;,rj,e) = e~Mc\+ l e~A{'~s]f(x(s;c¡,n,e),y(s;c;,n,e),e)ds, (1.17) Jt°xt s y(t;Ç,n,e) = eMn+ eX{' s)g(x(s;¿¡ ,n,e) ,y(s;Ç,n,e) ,e)ds. Jo Furthermore, for fixed t, x(t;-,-,•): B(ô2) x [-e2,e2] -y Xa and y(t;-,-,•) : B(ô2) x [-£2,62]-»R are C3 and the derivatives p(t) = D{( "^(t;^ ,r¡ ,e) and q(t) = D(í ,y(t ;t¡ ,r¡ ,e) are the unique solutions of the integral equations (1.18) p(t) = e~A'p(0) + j'e-A{,-s) [Dxf(x(s;Ci ,r¡ ,e) ,y(s;¿¡ ,n ,e) ,e)p(s) + Dyf(x(s;Ç,n,e) ,y(s;Ç ,r¡ ,e) ,e)q(s)]ds , q(t) = e"q(0) +J'eH'-s)[Dxg(x(s ;{;,*,e) ,y(s;^,n,e) ,e)p(s) + Dyg(x(s;Ç ,n ,e) ,y(s;Ç ,n ,e) ,e)q(s)]ds for 0 < / < T. Note that (p(t), q(t)) G L(Xa xR,I°xR) and (p(0), q(0)) = I:X"xR^XaxR (see Henry [8, ).
Under the assumption on the operator A and its spectrum a (A) we may assume the norm | • | on X = X has been chosen so that (1.19) \e-A,x\a<e-"\x\a, t>0, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) \e-A,x\a<^e-'a\x\t t>o,
where Ca is a constant depending on a (see Henry [8, p. 31] Proof. See Henry [8, pp. 188-189] . a Remarks.
(1) E'a(t) • t"T(l -a) is bounded as t -► 0+ . Both E'a(t) ■ (I -a)e''
and Ea(t)-(l-a)e~' are bounded as t -> +oo, which implies Ea(t)( 1 -a)e~' is bounded on [0 , + oo).
(2) If a(t) = a, a constant, then
Lemma 1.2. Let T> 0 be fixed and e G [-e2 ,s2] . Suppose (x(t;Z,n,e),y(f,Ç,ri,e))eB(Ô2) for all 0<t<T. Then \x(t;Z,n,e)\a < |i|"(l +Ea(d(o2)t))e-ßl, 0<t<T, where 6(0) = [CQC,r(l -a)<V2]1/1_a .
Proof. From the variation of constants formula (1.17),
x(t;Ç,n ,e) = e~A'c;+ / e'Ai'~s) f(x(s ;c¡ ,n ,e) ,y(s;Ç ,n ,e) ,e)ds. Jo
Since f(x(s;Ç,n,e),y(s;Ç, n,e),e) G X for (x(s;Ç ,n ,e) ,y(s;Ç ,n ,e)) G B(ô2), 0<s<T, fie [-£2,£2] ,by (1.20) , \e-A{'-s)f(x(s;^,r1,e),y(s;i,f1,e),e)\a C -,t_as)a\f(x(s>£>n'£hy(s;t,1 ,£),e)l By (1.12) and (1.13), we have \f(x(s;Ç ,n,e),y(s;Ç,n,e),e)\< Cxô2\x(s;c;, n , s)\a.
Thus, Ixí/j^^^l^^'l^ + IJ^^e^'^C.^Ix^^,^^)^^.
Let u(t) = e>u\x(t;c7,ri,e)\a. Then
Jo (t-s) By Lemma 1.1, the desired estimate is obtained. D Next, we will derive an estimate for the exponential growth of
which is the unique solution of the variational equation (1.18) with initial value /, the identity map on Xa x R.
By the remarks after Lemma 1.1, [1 + Ea(td(ô2) )] • (I -a)exp(-td(S2)) is bounded on (0, + oo). Hence, there exist 0 < ô3 < ô2 , a constant C2 > 2 and a fixed y. > 0 such that
for every 0 < S < S3, (1.24) (I + Ea(t6(ô)))e~m <C2, 0<t<+oo,0<ô<ô3,
Jo (1.27) [+°° e{-ß+ii)s ds < C2.
Jo
In the following, X G (0, X) is a given constant, and S4 > 0 is a small constant satisfying (1.28) ¿4 < min{¿3, (X -X)/(2CX), l/(2^C~xC2),(X + 1)/(8C,),
To simplify the notation, we will use | • |a and | • | as the operator norms in spaces L(Xa x R, Xa) and L(Xa x R, R), respectively. Also, we will use || • ||Q as a norm in Xa xR which is defined by \\(x,y)\\a = \x\a + \y\, (x,y)cXaxR. Lemma 1.3. Let X ,ô4 be as above, and p ,X be as in (1.22) and (1.23) . Let T>0. Suppose (x(t;Ç ,ri ,e) ,y(t;C ,n ,e)) g B(S4) for 0<t<T. Then
\D{(n)y(t;c;,ri,e)\<2eXt, 0<t<T, ee [-e2,e2 ], \Dny(t;t7,n,e)\>x2eXt, 0<t<T, eG [-e2,e2 ].
Proof. Note that (D(i ,x(t ; £ , r¡, e), D^ ,y (t ; Ç , n , e)) is the unique solution of ( 1.18) such that (D{( ^(0 ;£, n ,e),D(i n)y(0 ;Ç, r\ ,«)) = /, the identity on Xa x R (see Henry [8, ). respectively. Let V be the subset in V defined by V = {(P » q) ■ (P » Q) € V , (p(0), q(0)) = I, the identity map on Xa x R, and |p(0|o < 2e'ßt,\q(t)\ < 2eh ,0<t<T}.
Clearly, F is a closed subset of F. Let <P: V -»• V, (p ,q) = <!>(/> ,q), be defined by (1.29) p(t) = e~Alp(0) + [ e-A{t-s)[Dxf(x(s;c¡ ,rj ,e) ,y(s;t; ,n ,e) ,e)p(s) Jo + Dyf(x(s;£ ,n ,e) ,y(s;c¡ ,n ,e) ,e)q(s)]ds, q(t) = eh'q(0) + f eX{t~s)[Dxg(x(s;tl ,n ,e) ,y(s;c; ,n ,e ,e) ,e)p(s) Jo + Dyg(x(s;¿¡ ,n ,s) ,y(s;£ ,n ,e) ,e)q(s)]ds.
First we show that <I> maps V into itself. Because of (1.12), (1.14), (1.16), (1.19) and (p(0) ,q(0)) = I, by using similar arguments as in the proof of 
It is easy to verify that ( Because of ( 1.27) and -p + 2p + X = 0 we have f2= f T7%^2Cxe->i{'-s)\x(s;i,r,,e)\a\qx(s)-q2(s)\ds Jo (t-s)
= 2CaCxC2o4e-ßl J^ TJ±-fe{-"+m~5)dsd((j>x ,qx) ,(p2 ,q2)).
By (1.25) we have 72 < 2CaCxC22o4e~ßtd((px ,qx),(p2,q2)).
Hence, (1.32) efi,\px(t)-p2(t)\a<CaCxC2(3 + 2C2)S4d((px,qx),(px,q2)).
Moreover, from (1.26) we have Hence, e Xt\q{(t) -q2(t)\ < 4CxC2ô4d ((px ,qx) ,(p2 ,q2) Dnx(s;£, ,n,e) + Dyg(x(s ; i , n , e) ,y(s ; f , r\, e), e)
•Z)7y(i;í,»7,e)]<fa,
Let r,=sup{í:0<r<r, Dtly(t;¿:,ri,e)>0}.
Since Z>y(0,f ,»f,e) = 1, Tx > 0. We will show Tx = T. Suppose the contrary, Tx < T, D^y(Tx ,£,n,e) = 0. By differentiating (1.33) in /, we have dD "y(t;£ ,n,e) dt =tt + Dyg(x(t;c:,r1,e),y(t;Z,t1,e),e)]-Driy(t;c;,ri,e) + Dxg(x(t;Ç ,n ,e) ,y(t;c; ,n ,e) ,e) • D x(t;Ç ,n ,e). Lemma 1.4. Let (x(t ; Ç , r\, e), y(t ; ¿;, n , e)) be a solution of (I A) in B(ô4) and 0< p<ôJ4-Cxô24.
Thenforevery (£, ,n) G Q+(S4 ,p ,e)\jÇT(S4 ,p,e), there exists t(¿; , n , e) > 0 such that y(r(£ ,t],e);^,n,e)-y(r(Ç ,n,e);í, hs(¿¡ ,e),e) ÔJ2, if(Ç,r,)G<A+(ô4,p,e), -ÔJ2, if(cl,n)cn-(ô4,p,e). Furthermore, t: 07(ô4 , p ,e) U Q,~(S4 , p ,e) ->■ R is C2 and satisfies
then (x(t;t¡ ,n ,e) ,y(t;Ç ,n ,e)) is not in Wfoc(£). Hence, the solution cannot stay in B(64) for all t > 0. If |{| < ôJ2Cx , then by Lemma 1.2 \x(t;i ,n,e)\a< C2S4/2C2 = ÖJ2 for 0 < t < T ,
where T>0 is such that the solution (x(t;£ ,n ,e) ,y(t;£ ,n ,e)) is in B(S4) for all 0 < t < T. Hence, it has to leave B(ô4) through either hyperplane y = ô4 or hyperplane y = -ö4 . Therefore,
is well defined. Let A(t ;Ç ,n ,e) = y(t ;Ç ,t] ,e) -y(t ;Ç ,hs(Ç ,e) ,e), 0 < t < x.
Note that A is C2. Since (C ,n) G Q(<54 ,p ,e), |A(0 ,Z ,n ,e)\ = \n -hsß,e)\ <p< ÔJ4 -Cxô24 < ÖJ2.
Since (x(t;Ç ,hs(i ,e) ,e) ,y(t;Z ,hs(Ç, e),e)) is in WxsJe), by (1.11) we have |A(t ;í ,n ,£)| > \y(r;i,n,E)\ -\y(x;i ,h\<; ,e) ,e)\ >ô4-Cxô24 > ÔJ2.
Hence, by the intermediate value theorem,
(1.38) T(c;,n,e) = inf{t:0<t<í,\A(t;¿:,t1,e)\ = o4/2}
is well defined for every (¿l ,rj) g Q,+ (ô4, p ,e)uQ~ (S4,p ,e).
Next, we will prove that ÔJ2, if (Ç,n)cCl+(â4, p,e), ,s);cl,n,e) = ¡ (1.39)
We only prove A(t(¿; ,n ,e);Ç ,n ,e) = S2/2 for (c¡ ,n) G 07(S4 ,p,e) since the other case follows the same argument. Suppose the contrary, A(t(£ ,n ,e);£ ,n ,e) = -SJ2.
Since (x(t;t ,hs(i ,e) ,e) ,y{t;Ç ,h*(i ,e) ,e)) is in Hfoc(e), thus, by (1.11) and (1.28) we have (1.40) y(x(tl ,n,e);t,tt,e) = SJ2 + y(x(t\,n ,e) ;£,hs(c; ,e) ,s) < -ÔJ4. Define d(t ;i,t¡ ,e) = y(t ;«*, n ,e) -hs(x(t;t; ,n,e),E).
Since ($,n) G Ci+(S4 ,p,e),v/e have d(0;ct ,n ,e) = n -hs(a ,e) = A(0A ,n ,e) > 0.
But, by ( 1.40), ( 1.11 ) and ( 1.28) we have d(x(c¡ ,n,e);£,n,e)< -ÖJ4 -hs(x(x(t¡ ,n,e),e))<0.
Hence, by the intermediate value theorem there exists xQ, 0 < t0 < x(Ç, n, e), such that d(x0;i,n,e) = 0.
This means (x(x0;i,n,e),y{xQ;£,n,e))c WXoc(s) and, therefore, (x(t;t7,n,e),y(t;t7,n,e))cWXoc(e).
This contradicts (<f,n) G Q(<?4,p,e)-WXoc(s). So (1.39) holds. Since A(t;Ç,n,e) is C2 and dA dt (t;Ç,n,e) = XA(t;¿¡ ,n,e) + g(x(t;Ç,n,e),y(t;Ç,t],e),e) -g(x(t;Ç,h (Ç,e),e),y(t;Ç,h (Ç,e),e),e), by (1.15) and (1.28) we have
fí=T (í,ij,e) for every (£,?/) € ii+(ô4,p,e). By applying the implicit function theorem to the equation
we have that x is C . Moreover, by Lemma 1.3 we have V 2 = \y(x(Z ,n,e);c¡,n,E)-y(x(Ç ,n,e); Ç, hs (Ç ,e), e)\ <2eh(i'n'E)\t1-hs(Ç,r1)\<2eXz{i'n'e)p.
Thus t(í , n, e) > j In X 4\n-hs(c;,e)\-Similarly, by using Lemma 1.3 we can show
Using the chain rule and differentiating ( 1.39) with respect to (Ç,n), we obtain dA, _ 0=-(t;l;,n,E) K=T({,iM) Thus, by (1.41) and Lemma 1.3 we obtain D(5n)x(t],r¡,e) + D(iri)A(t;t7,r¡,e:
í=T(í,í/,e) \D(i^,n,e)\< 8
The proof is complete. D
The following may be found in Henry [8, p. 71] .
there exists a constant C3 independent of $, n , e2, T and S4 (see (1.28) ) such that if the solution (x(t;£ ,t¡ ,e), y (t ;c¡, r\ ,&)) is in B(S4) for 0 < t < T, then for every 0 < ß < 1, j-tx(t;tl ,n ,e) G L(R,Xß) and
Remark. In particular, choose ß = a. Then ■jjX(t;Ç,ri,e) -t
in general if a ^ 0. However, ^¡x(t;c; ,n ,e) is an element in L(R,Xa) and bounded by C^e'^/t for 0 < t < T. Lemma 1.6 . Let jc,({ ,n,e) = x(x(Ç ,ri,e);Ç,ri,e), yx(<7,n,e)= y(x(£,, n ,e) ;£,, n ,e),
where (Ç , n) G í2+(<54 , p , fi), p < ô4/4 -Cxô4 and e G [-e3, e3] . Then, there exists a constant C4(ô4) independent of í ,r¡ ,e and e3, such that for (<!;,. ,n¡) G n+(ô4,p,e), i =1,2, \x¡(4i ,1X ,e)-xx(Ç2,n2,e)\a + \yx(Çx ,nx ,e) -j>,({2 ,n2 ,e)\ < C4(ô4)l(c7x,r,x ,i2 ,n2)a(\Zx -i2\a + \nx -n2\),
where a = min{p/X, (p -X)/X} and /(Í, ,nx ,C2,n2) = max{nj-hs(c;i,e): i= 1,2}.
Proof For ($, , r,.) G Q+(S4 , p ,e), i = 1 ,2, let
rj(s,e) = nx-hs(Cx ,e) + hs(Z(s,e) ,e), 0 < s < 1.
(
l2,nx -hs(t]x ,e) + n Ki,2, fj(s,e) -hs(Ç(s,e) ,e) = nx-hs(t;x ,e), 0 < s < 1.
Thus, (Ç(s , e), ij(s , e)) G Cl+(ô4 , p , e) for 0 < s < 1. Let (1.43) ¿l(s,e) = cl2, rj(s,e) = (l-s)rj(l,e) + sn2.
Thus, and 0<Í¡(s,e)-tí(¿;(s, e),e)<p, 0<s<l, ($(s,e),ij(s,e))Gif(o4, p,e), 0<j<1.
Next, \xl(Çl,nx,e)-xx(Ç2,ti2,e)\a = \xx(Çx,rix,e) -xx(Ç2,i)(l ,e) ,e) + xx(Ç2,rj(l ,e) ,e) -xx(Ç2,n2,e) = / -^xx(Ç(s,e),ij(s,e),e)ds + -^xx(Ç(s,e),ij(s,e),e)ds
By using the chain rule, Lemmas 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 and p < ÔJ4 -Cxôl, we have j¡x(t(cI ,n,e);Ç,n, e)D{i ^x{( ,n,e) + Diin)x(t;i,t1,e)\t=r{illte -fiz(t,ij,e) 3 "-P*ii,>l,e) T(f,?7,£) Mix*) Hence, l^i(íi rrix,e)-xx(c;2,n2,e)\a < 2C4(Ô4WX ,nx,t:2, n2)a(\ix -ç2|q + \nx-rj2\).
Next, by (1.11) and (1.39) we have M£, 'Vi ,e)-yl(í2,n2,e)\ = |y(T(i, ,nx ,£);i, ,nx ,e) -y(t(i2 ,n2 ,e) ;{2 ,y2 ,e)\ = \5J2 + y(x(¿¡x ,ni,e);Çi,A* (i, ,e),e) -ô4/2 + y(x(Ç2 ,n2 ,e) ;Ç2 , hs(Ç2 ,e) ,e)\ = \hs (x(x(Çx ,t]x,e);ix, hs(£x ,e) ,e) ,e) -hs(x(x(Ç2 ,n2,e);c¡2, hs(Ç2, e) ,e), e)\ < CxS4\x(x(Çx ,nx ,«);{, ,A*({, ,e),e) -x(r(i2 ,tj2,e);i2,hs(£,2 ,e) ,e)\a.
Similarly, we can show Mil >*li >e)-y,(i2,?72,£)| < 2C,a4C4(a4)/(i, , nx ,{2 , rç/di, -i2|Q + \r,x -n2\).
Finally, if we let C4(S4) = 2(1 + Cxô4)C4(ô4), then we have |x,(i, ,17, ,e)-xl(C2,n2,e)\a + \yl(Cx,t¡] ,e)-yx(i2,rj2,e) < C4(ô4)l(Çx ,r¡.,C2, rç/di, -i2|a + \nx -n2\). a
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In the following, we let ô4 and p < SJ4 -C,r52 be fixed and let
(1.45) S(ô4,e) = {(£,"):* = AJ(i ,e) + ÔJ2 ,\x\a < ÖJ2}.
Since WXoc(e) and Q(á4 ,p,e) vary continuously in e G [-£3 ,£3], there exists small 0 < £4 < £3 such that for p0 as in ( 1.44 We define a map
where (x,(i , »/ ,e) ,y,(i , ^ ,e)) is as in Lemma 1.6. Note that for each £ G [-£4,£4], ñx(-,-,e) maps B(p0) into S(S4,e) as in (1.45) . This definition of ñ is based on Sil'nikov's ideas in [9 and 10] . Let y be a Banach space, /: Y -* Y be a map and /: YxY ^R be a realvalued function. In the following lemma and sections, we say / is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant l(yx ,y2) if
for every (yx ,y2) G Yx Y. We note that the "constant" / is dependent on yx and y2 . This definition will let us have more precise estimates later. Lemma 1.7. ñ (i , n , e ||a'(í, ,t]x ,e) -n (c¡2 ,n2 ,e)\\a <\\ñx (¿;x ,nx ,e) -ñx(C2,fj2(l) ,e)\\a + \\ñx(¿:2,fj2(l),e)-ñx(c:2,n2,e)\\a = IX+I2.
Because fj2(l)-hs(Ç2 ,e) = A, > 0, (£2 ,fj2(l)) G &+(S4 ,p,e). By Lemma 1.6, /, < c4(ö4)mx,nx ,i2 ,n2)a(\Zx -i2|a + |V| -^(i)|).
Since \ril-ij2(I)\ = \hs(Çl,e)-hs(i2,e)\<Clô4\Zl-Ç2\a by (1.11), so
Note that fl2(l)-A*({2,e) = A, > 0, but ^(OJ-A'^ ,e) = n2 -hs(Ç2 ,e) = A2 < 0. So there exists 0 < s < 1 such that rj2(s) = hs(Ç2 , e) and /jr2(i) -A5(i2 , e) > 0 for s <s < I, implying (£2, fj2(s)) GÎl+(ô4,p ,e) for s <s <I.
Hence, by Lemma 1.6, (1.49) \\ñ\i2,rl2(l),e)-ñl(Z2,fj2(s),e)\\a for s < s < 1. By the continuity of n (Ç ,n ,e) in (£, n) uniformly in £ e [-e4 ,£4] and (1.46), we have
By the definition of ñx in (1.45), ñx(i2 ,i)2(s) ,e) = ñx(C2 ,r\2 ,fi) = (0 ,<54/2). Hence, we have
Finally,
This proves the lemma. G
HOMOCLINIC BIFURCATIONS
Consider the evolution equation in Xa xR with a parameter £ e R, (2.1) x = -Ax + f(x,y ,e), y = Xy + g(x ,y ,e).
In this section, we will consider the behavior of solutions near a homoclinic orbit of (2.1) which is asymptotic to (x ,y) = (0,0) at e = 0. We note that the C3 local change of variables (1.6) is valid locally at the origin for equation (2.1) . This says that the estimates obtained in §2 are true for the new variables and the map Ä1 is well defined in the new variables. In terms of original variables, it is not clear that similar estimates in Lemma 1.3 will hold. However, the map ñ is well defined in the original variables and is Lipschitz with a small Lipschitz constant since ñ is just a map and the local change of variables is C and is near the identity map. We also note that the domain of the map ñ is also given by the original variables.
Consider the following hypothesis: (H3) At £ = 0, equation (2.1) has a homoclinic orbit ro asymptotic to the equilibrium (0,0).
Remark. In fact, hypothesis (H3) implies that ro belongs to IaxR. In this section, we consider the behavior of solutions of equation (2.1 ) near ro for |e| «; 1. To do this, we consider certain return maps near ro.
(i) Construction of the map n . Recall from §1 that under hypotheses (HI) and (H2), the local stable and unstable manifolds of the origin (0 ,0) exist and they are given by (1.2), (1.3) in §1:
oc(fi) = {(* >y)'-y = h\x,e),\x\a <SX}, KJe) = {(x>y)--x = h"(y>e)>\y\<si}> where ¿, > 0 is as in §1 and hs and A" are C3 and satisfy (1.4) , (1.5) .
Note that the change of variables 77(-, • ,£) of (1.6) is near the identity map. In the new coordinate system it has been shown in Lemma 1.7 Note that by (1.6) and (1.11), where h is as in (2.10) . In other words, n is defined by (2.14) ({' ,n) = nx(i,n,e) = n(i,n,e), (Z,n,e)c B(p\p) x [-e6(p) ,e6(p)].
Define (2.15) px(e) = (c:x(e),nX(e)) = H-x((0,ô4/2),e), ec [-e6(p) ,e6(p)].
It is clear that px(e) is the only intersection point of W^^e) with £(<J4/2 ,£).
We may summarize the properties of n in the following: is the intersection point of l,(ôJ 2, e) with the orbit of the solution of (2.1) with initial value (i ,n) and parameter e. On the other hand, if n<hs(Ç,e), then nx(Ç ,n ,e) = (Çx(e) ,nx(e)), where (Çx(e) ,nx(e)) is defined by (2.13), (iv) Homoclinic bifurcation theorem. Let p (e) = (c¡ (e), n (e)) be as in (2.15) , and e G [-e,0 ,si0]. Let (2.20) p2(e) = (¿:2(e),r12(e)) = ii2(px(e),e), e e [-e10 ,e10], (2.21) Wu+(E) = {(i,n):(^,r1) = (x(t;i0,rlo,e),y(t;^,n0,e)) for some (£0 , n0) G H^c(e), % -A5(£0 , e) > 0 , t > 0},
W^(e) is part of the global unstable manifold of (0,0). Note that p2(e) G B(p° , p2)r\Wl(e). We will assume without loss of generality that T0 = W^(0). In the following by a neighborhood N(T0) of ro we mean an open subset in Xa x R which contains ro U {(0 ,0)} . Furthermore, this periodic orbit is unique in N(YQ) and is exponentially orbitally asymptotically stable.
To prove our main result above, we need the following lemmas. Lemma 2.4. Let px(e) and T> 0 be as in (2.15) and (2.16), respectively. Let f0 = {(x,y):x = x(t;px(0),0),y = y(t ;px(0) ,0) ,0 < t < T}. Then there exist £,, > 0 and neighborhoods Nx and N2 of (0 ,0) e Xa x R and f0, where hs is the map whose graph is the local stable manifold (see (1.2)); (c) if (i,?/) g N2 and e g [-£,, ,£n], then(x(t;c¡ ,n ,e), y(t;i,n,e)) G B(P >£2) for some t > 0, where B(p ,p2) is as in Theorem 2.2.
Proof. Let S4,p and Q(S4 ,p,e) be as in Lemma 1.4, and e4 and S(ô4 , e) as in Lemma 1.7. Define (2 23) N(e) = {(^,r1):\i\a<ô4,-ô4/<<t1-hs(^,e)<ô4}, dÑ-(e) = {(Ç , n) : |Í|Q < S4 , -ÔJ4 = r, -hs(Ç,e)} By Lemma 1.7, for every (Ç , n) G Ñ(e) r\Q~(ô4,p , e) there exists t > 0 such that (x(t ;Ç,n,e) ,y(t;Ç ,r¡ ,e)) G dÑ~(e) for e g [-e4 , e4] . Let 77 be as in ( 1.6) then (x(t ;i ,n ,e) ,y(í;i ,n ,e)) will leave N2 through Nx ; (2.28) dN~ is closed with ro n dN~ = 0.
By continuous dependence on initial values and parameters and property (2.28), for every p = (x(t;px(0) ,0) ,y(t ;px(0) ,0)) G fQ there exist f = r(t) > 0 and 6 = ë(t) > 0 such that B(p , r) n dN~ = 0 and if (¿¡, n) G B(p , r) and e e [-È ,e], then (x(T -t;i,ri,e),y(T-t;t,ri,e))e B(p° , p2). lb» -(<f(e) ,hs(?(e) ,e))\\a < min{C7r/4 ,p2} , where the constants C7 and p2 are given in (2.17) and (2.19), respectively. [-eH ,£n] , then (x(t;Ç ,n ,e) ,y(t;Ç ,n ,e)) is defined for all 0 < t < T. We claim that there exist 0 < e12 < en and 0 < r < r(0) such that for every (i ,n ,e) G B(px(0) ,r) x [-ex2 ,e12], (x(t;^,n ,e),y(t;c¡,n,e))G N2 for every 0 < t < T. Suppose the contrary. Then, there exists a sequence {(Zk'lk^k >'*:)}> k=l,2,... , such that (x(tk ;¿¡k ,nk ,ek) ,y(tk;ik ,nk ,ek)) G dN2, (Çk,nk,ek)-> (i* (0), n2(0), 0) as k -+co and 0 < tk < T for every k = I ,2 , ... . Since [0 , T] is compact, we may assume tk -» t0 G [0, T] as k -f -(-co. By passing to the limits, we have f0 3 (x(i0;i'(0) y (0) ,0) ,y(t0;Çx(0) ,nx(0) ,0)) = ££,(*('* ;i* >ik 'h) >y(lk 'A'^k >h))e dNiThis contradicts f0 c JV2. This yields (a). Next, since p*(s) and //(e) are continuous in e, there exists 0 < e,3 < e10 such that properties (b) and (c) hold true for fi e [-e13, e13] . Define £0 = min{£10,£n ,e12,e13}. This yields the desired results, o Lemma 2.6. Let e~0 and p*(e) be as in Lemma 2.5 and N(ro) be the neighborhood in Lemma 2.4. If y is a periodic or homoclinic orbit of equation (2.22) at SG [S0 ,e"0] and y C N(Y0), then p*(e) G y.
Proof. Let f(t) be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.4, if (£ , n) G B(px(0),f(0)) and ee
Proof. Let y be either a homoclinic, or periodic orbit of equation (2.22 ) at e e [-£0 ,£0]. We will show that the inclusion y c N(T0) implies p*(e) G y, where p*(e) is the unique fixed point of the map n(-, •, e) defined in Theorem 2.2. If y is a homoclinic orbit, then //(fi) g y and p(e) = it2(px(e) ,e) G B(p° ,p2), where p2 is as in (2.18 ) and e G [-e0 ,ê"0]. Since y c N(TQ), then y n TV, n H~x(n~(ô4,p,e),e) = 0 by Lemma 2.4(b). By Theorem 2.2(b), (n)k (p (s), e) is on y for every k = 0,1 ,2 , ... , where (it)k(p(e) ,e) = n((it)k~x(ß(e) ,e) ,e) is the kth iterate of n(-, • ,e). Since y n WXoc(e) ^ 0, there exists K > 0 suchthat (itf(p(e),e) G WXoc(e). By Theorem 2.2, it((itf(p(s) ,e) ,e) = n2(px(e) ,£) =p(e), i.e., p(it)K+x (p(e) ,e)=p(e). Thus, p(e) is a fixed point of (n) (•, •, e). Since every fixed point of any given iteration of a contraction mapping is a fixed point of itself, we have p (e) = p*(s). Similarly, if y is a periodic orbit in N(T0), by Lemma 2.4(b) , yr\H~x(Q~(S4,p ,e) ,e) = 0. By the hyperbolicity of (0 ,0) G Nx , y <£ Nx , i.e., y nN2 / 0. By Lemma 2.4(c) , there must be a point q GyC\B(p ,p0). Since y n H~x(Q~~(ô4,p ,e) ,e) = 0 ,by Theorem 2. Suppose the contrary. By Theorem 2.2(b), p*(e) = n(p*(e) ,e) = n2(px(e) ,e) G W^(e). This is a contradiction. Since p*(e) <£ H~x(Q,~(ô4 ,p ,e) ,s), by Theorem 2.2(b), it(p*(e) ,e) = p*(e) is on an orbit y of a solution of equation (2.22) . It follows that y is a periodic orbit. Next, we need to show y c A^Tq) . Let the real valued function x be as in Lemma 1.4 and
Then, by Lemma 1.4, (x(t;p*(e) ,e) ,y(t;p*(e) ,e)) G Nx for 0 < t < x*(e). By (2.18), Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.5(b), (c) we have (2.29) \\itl(p*(e) ,e) -pl(0)\\a < \\nx(p*(e) ,e) -p\e)\\a + \\px(e) -px(0)\\a <C6(ô4)pa2mm{C7r/4,p2} + r/4 < r/4 + r/4 = r/2 , where C6(ô4) a, p2 and C7 are as in Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2; r is as in Lemma 2.5. Thus, by Lemma 2.4(c) , (x(t + x*(e);p*(e) ,e) ,y(t + x*(e);p*(e) ,e)) e 7V2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for 0 < t < T. Therefore y c N(T0). We note that the period <y*(e) of y is <y*(e) = T*(e) + T. We now show that the condition in the theorem is also sufficient. Let y be a periodic orbit. By Lemma 2.6, p*(e) G y. Let p(s) = it (p (fi) ,£) G W^(e)r\B(p° , p2) be as in the proof of Lemma 2.6 and x be as in Lemma 1.4 . Define pk(e) = (it)k(p(e),e), e e [-ë0,ë0],
x (e) = x(H(p (e), e), e), e G [-ë0 , e~0], for k = I ,2 , ... . We will show that for some k = 1,2,.... Therefore, the conclusion W^(e) c N(ro) holds true. Thus it suffices to show (2.30) and (2.31). Suppose (2.30) is not true, then there exists K such that p (fi) e H~x(Çl~(ô4,p2 ,e) ,£) u W^c(fi) and /(£) £ 77-1(ß-(a4,/>2,£),£)UHf0C(£), k= 1,2,... ,7v-l. By Theorem 2.2(b), it(p (fi) ,e) = it((it) (p(e),e) ,e) = p(e). It follows that p(e) is the fixed point of (it) +x . Thus, it is the fixed point of it and p(e) = p*(e) G y. k This is a contradiction and proves (2.30). By Theorem 2.2(b), p (e) is on W^e) for every k = 1 ,2 , .... By Lemma 2.5, we have (J {(x ,y):x = x(t;px(e) ,e),y =y(t;px(e) ,e)} c N(T0). 
Homoclinic bifurcation for retarded functional differential equations
In this section, we will derive analogous results of the previous sections for retarded functional differential equations. For the basis theory of retarded functional differential equations, we follow the usual treatment of Hale [7] .
Let R" be the «-dimensional Euclidean real space, let r be a fixed positive constant and let C be the space of continuous functions from [-r , 0] into R" with the usual sup-norm \4>\ = sup_r<e<0 \4>(6)\.
Consider the linear autonomous delay equation
where n is an n x n matrix function of bounded variation and xt G C with xt(6) = x(t + 6) for -r<0<O. Consider the perturbed autonomous equation with a real parameter e G [-e0 , e0] :
where /: Cx[-e0 ,e0] -► R" is continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets, e0 > 0 is a fixed constant.
Let x(4>) and x(<j> ,e) be the real-valued solutions of (3.1) and (3.2) respectively with initial value </> e C at t = 0. Let T(t) be the semigroup generated by the solution xt(<t>) and let A be its infinitesimal generator with domain 31(A) = {<t>: <¡> G Cx ,<j>(0) = L(<j>)} . The spectrum a (A) of A contains only point spectrum and X G a (A) if and only if X satisfies the characteristic equation det A(X) = 0, where /o exe dn (6) . By hypothesis (H4), C is decomposed by the eigenvalue X of A as C = S ®U, where U is the one-dimensional eigenspace of {X} . Let cpx = <px(0)e be the eigenvector of X and y/x be a row eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue X of the formal adjoint operator A* of A associated with the bilinear form For every <j> G C, <j> = tf + 4>u with <f>" = (ipx , <f>)<px g U and <f>s = <j> -<j>u G S. Note that U and S are closed subspaces of C. Let X0(6) be the matrix function defined by oV ; I 7, 0 = 0.
We may extend the definition of T(t) to include its action on X0 (see [7] ). XQ has the following decomposition: (3.4) Xu0=<pxy,x(0), XS0=X0-XU0.
Note that if v G R", then T(t)X¡¡v g U for all t G R and T(t)XsQv G S for t > r . Furthermore, there exist constants Kx and p > X > 0 such that \T(t)<j>s\<Kxe-ßt\(i>s\, t>0,<t>scS, \T(t)Xl\<Kxe~ßt, t>0, T(t)<¡)(0) = T(t + 0)0(0), t + 6>0, T(t)(t>(6) = (j)(t + e),
-r<t + 6<0, T(t)4>" = 4>"e ', -oo < t < +00 , 4>" G U, 0"(0) = </,uiO)exe , 6 G [-r , 0], <f>" G U.
Let the solution x(0,e) of (3.2) be with initial value 0. Then x;(0,e) can be decomposed as xr(0 ,e) = xst(4>,e) + x"(<f> ,e), with xst(<f> ,e) g S and x"(4> ,e) G U. Then we have the variation of constants formula (see [7, pp. 143-147, 185-188]): (3.5) (3.6) xsl(<f>,e) = T(t)<f>s+ f T(t-a)Xs0f(xa(cf),£),e)da, Jo x"((j),e) = eX'(j)U + / eX(t~a)Xlf(xa(<j) ,e) ,e)da. Jo
Let Ps: C -» S and Pu: C -► U be the projection operators, i.e. if <f> = (¡>s + <j)u GC, then Ps(j> = 4? and Pu<j> = 4>u . Since / is C3, xt(4>, e) is C3 in (<f>,e) for all í > 0 in the maximal interval of existence. Let yst((j),e) = 7)^(0 ,e) and y"(<t> ,e) = 7)0x"(0 ,e). It follows from (3.6) that yfO , e) = TÍOT3' + f T(t-a)XsQD(j>f(xa(4>, e), e) • yQ(</>, fi) da , (3.7) Jo y"(4>,e) = T(t)Pu + T(t-a)X;D.f(xa(tf>,e),e) • yQ(0 ,e) da.
Jo
Note that if (p c C, then r(O7>"0 = ex'<f>" , tcR.
By hypotheses (H4) and (H5), there exist ôx > 0 and 0 < e, < e0 such that the local stable and unstable manifolds WXoc(e), H^c(e) exist in B(SX) for e G [-e, ,£,], where ß(r5,) = {0 G C: \<f)s\ < ôx ,|r/>"| < ôx} (see [7, pp. 210-214]). Moreover, (3 8) ^oc(fi) = W = 4? + 4>": 4>" = hs(4>s,e), |^| <ôx}, <c(e) = {<t> = 4>* + ct>u:<t>5 = K(ct>" ,fi), \4>\ <ôx},
where As and hu are C3. hu is given by (3.9) hu(<t>",e)=[ T(-a)Xs0f(xta(4>u,e),s)da, \<f>u\ < ôx , e G [-e, .e,],
J -oo
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where x*(0" ,e), t < 0, is the unique bounded solution of (3.2) with |x;(0\e)|<7v2|0V', '<0, for some constant K2 independent of (0" ,e), and Au(0" ,e) = (Xq(0" ,e))s, 0" = (Xq(0" ,£))" . Because of hypothesis (H5), we may assume for constant 7^2 > 0 that the following estimates also hold for |0*| < ¿, ,|0"| < ¿, and £€[-£, ,«,]:
\hs(<f>s,e)\ <^2|^|2, \D^hs(<j>s,e)-y,s\<K2\</>s\\Vs\, <psG S, \DÍhs(<t>s ,£)-(ipxs,Vs2)\<K2\ipsx\\ips2\, ip-cS, i =1,2, 10) where D, denotes the k\h partial differentiation operator with respect to 0. (6) is a function in (0",e) with values in R", 7J>,"^AH(0) is a continuous linear map from £/ to R" . On the other hand, ^Au is a function in (0",e) with values inC and TD.^Ay is a continuous map from U into C. The following proposition shows that we may interchange the order of differentiations.
To show that (Dr^hu ■ 0")(0) is C1 in 0 G [-r ,0] , it suffices to show by (3.12) that fx(t) is differentiable in t < 0. Recall /1(O = 7J>0/(x;,e)-7)^x;.
Since /is C3, we only need to show x* and D^x* are at least C1 in t. Since x*(0" ,e) is a solution of (3.2) and D,ux*(4>" ,e) is the solution of the variational equation along x*, y(0 = L(yi) + L»/(x;,e).y/, which is defined for t < 0, we have
where (x*(0u ,e)),(0) = x*(0" ,e)(t + 0). Hence fx(t) is Cl in t < 0. By differentiating (3.11) with respect to 0 and 0" and then differentiating (3.12) with respect to 0 , we obtain (c). Proof. This follows from (b) and (c) of Proposition 3.2, (3.5) and (3.10). □ Note that |0"| appears on the right-hand side of the second inequality above. This is because the unstable manifold is tangent to the linear space U at the origin.
Note that by (3.9) we have lehu(0) = L(hu) + X0(0)f(hu + <t>" ,e). Proof, (a) By (3.5) and (3.9) we have (3.13)
f(x*a,e)da, t>0.
If 0 < 0, then by (3.11) and by differentiating (3.13) we have
d hu(6) = ^hu(6) -X0 (6) Note that X0 appears in (3.18) . This says that g(0,e) has a discontinuity at 0 = 0, hence g(4>,e) c L°° = L°°([-r ,0] ,R"). Since 77 is near the identity map, by (3.10) there exist <52 > 0 and 0 < £2 < £, such that (3.19) B(S2)cH(B(Sx),e), \e\ < e2.
Therefore, g: B(S2) x [-e2,£2] -^ L°° is C2. By (H5), (3.10) and (3.11) , D,¿ e,g(0 ,e) = 0 for |0| < Ô2 and |e| < £2 . By Proposition 3.2, g(0 ,e)(0) and D¿g(4>, e)(0) are actually differentiable in 0 € [-r , 0) and have a discontinuity at 0 = 0 in general. However, the following lemma says that if 0 G H^c(e), 101 < 62, and |e| < e2 then g(0 , e) = 0, that is, the discontinuity will disappear on the unstable manifold. Proof. We will show first that there exist 0 < 63 < 82 and 0 < e3 < e2 such that if 101 < S3,0 e U and |e| < e3, then It is not hard to see from the saddle point property that if §2 > 0 is sufficiently small, then t0 > 2r for all |0| < ¿2 and |e| < e2. Since 77 is near the identity, there exist 0 < e3 < £2 and 0 < S3 < S2 such that
|e|<e3.
Now, we will show (3.20) holds true for all |0| < ô3, <f> G U and |fi| < £3. Suppose the contrary; then there exist 0g g U, |0q| < S3, |e0| < e3 and 0O€ [-r ,0] such that for any -r < 0O < 0. This contradicts (3.22) and proves (3.20) . Therefore, g(4>, e) = g((f>S + 0" , £) -g(4>" , e) = / ^|(a^s + 0" , e) da = n17)^f(o0í + 0",£)^a).0í. where / = /(0 ,£) and hu = hu(4>" ,e). Since S is a closed subspace, (D¿uhu)-(A0" + Xj¡f) G S. We also have that T(t)XsJ G S for t> r. Therefore, by Proposition 3.4(b) , (3.5) and (3.26) there exists a constant 7i6 depending on S3, £3 and Kx-Ks suchthat (3.27) \T(t)g{$,e)\<K6e-'"\$\\4r'\, t>0, for all 0 6 B(ô3) and ]e| < e3. Note that even though xf, x" and xst are C , we cannot differentiate (3.28) more than once because F is only C1 . This says that by using the change of variables (3.13) we have lost some differentiability properties. However, the special forms in (3.28) and (3.29) will be sufficient to derive similar local results as in § 1.
By using (3.28), (3.29) , (3.5) , (3.10) , (3.27) , and Propositions 3.1-3.5, the proofs of the following lemmas can be adapted from those of Lemmas 1.2-1.6. We will therefore omit the proofs of . We will present the proof of Lemma 3.9 since it is different from the case of semilinear parabolic equations in § 1. Lemma 3.6. For equation (3.2) there exists a constant K7 depending on ô3, e3 and Kx-K6 such that if x;(0,e) G B(S3) for all 0 < t < t0 where t0 > 0 is any constant, then |x;(0,£)|<7C7|0I|e~/i', 0<t<t0. a Lemma 3.7. For equation (3.2) there exist 0 < ô4 < ô3 and constants ß ,X , X > 0 such that if x((0 , £) G B(S4) for 0 < t < t0 where t0 is any constant, then
Note that by the change of variables 77 in (3.13), the local stable and unstable manifolds Hfoc(e) and H^c(e) are given by
Hfoc(e) = {0:0" = ÂJ(01,£),|0î|<a4},
where hs is C3, A1(0,e) = 0, ee [-e3,e3] and D^hs(0,0) = 0. As in §1, for every e e [-e3 ,e3] we define (3.30) Ci(ô4 ,p ,£) = {0-: |0"s| < S4/K7 ,\(Wx ,0" -h0 ,£))| <p}c B(ô4), <A+(ô4,p,e) = {$:4>c<A(ô4,p,e),0<(>px,4>u-Ji0, e)) < p} , QT(o4,p,t) = {4>:4>cÇl(ô4,p,E),-p< (ipx,4>u -hs(4>5 ,£)) < 0} , where (• ,•) is the bilinear form given by (3.3) . Note that since WXoc(e) has codimension one and Q+ n fi~ = 0, £î = Q+u£2"U wîoc(e) > where Q = Cl(S4,p,e) and Q± = Q±(â4,p ,e).
Lemma 3.8. Let (x'(0 ,£) ,x"(0 ,e)) satisfy (3.28) in B(54) and 0 < p < SJ4. If 4> g£1+(ô4,p ,e)u Q~ (S4 ,p,e), then there exists x = t(0 , £) > 0 such that x"(0 ,e) -x"(0i + hs(4>s ,e) ,e) ¿4/2, í/0eQ+(á4,/?,e), |e|<e3, ô4/2, if4>cQ~(S4,p,e), |e| < e3.
Furthermore, if 0 6 £2+(¿4 , /j , e) u Q~(¿4 , /?, e) and |e| < e3, then
wAere 7C2 is given in (3.10) . D Lemma 3.9. Let 0 G £2(<54 ,p,e), |e| < e3 and t0 > 2r be as in (3.21) . There exists a constant 7ig depending on S3, e3 and Kx-K7 such that if a solution (xf(0 ,£) ,x"(0 ,£)) of equation (3.28 ) is in B(S4) for 0<t <t0, then xst(4>,e) is differentiable in t G (r , t0) and satisfieŝ with (y/x,y/u -hs (y/s ,e)) > 0 and 0 = xt(y/ ,£)} , \e\ < e3, 4>l(e) = Wl(e)nZ(S4/2,e), |e| < e3, where 1(0,e) = {0: (ipx ,0" -hs(4>s ,£)> = Ô ,0 = 77(0, e)}.
Let 0 < pQ < ÔJ2 be fixed. Since 77 is near the identity map, there exist 0 < px < p0 and 0 < e4 < e3 such that B(px)cH~x(il(ô4,p0,e),e), \e\<e4.
Let 0O 6 WXoc(0) with |0O| < px be fixed. By the continuity property of WXoc(e) in e, for every 0 < p < dist(dB(px ), 0O), there exists 0 < e5(p) < e4 such that 7?(0o,/>)nnfoc(£)/0, \e\<e5(p).
By using the above lemmas, it is not hard to see that the proofs of the following results are exactly the same as Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.3, and Corollary 2.4, respectively. Lemma 3.11 will be needed in the next section. is the intersection point of X(t54/2 , e) and the orbit of the solution of (3.2) with initial value 0 and parameter e. On the other hand, if (y/x ,4>s -hs(4>s, e)) < 0, then it (0 ,£) = 0j(e) ; (b) it (0,e) is continuous in (0,e) and is Lipschitzian in 0 for each fixed e. Furthermore, there exist constants a and Kx0 depending on ô4, e4 and Kx -K9 such that \nx(4>x ,e) -tt'(02 ,e)| < #,o/|0, -02|. □
In the following theorem, we may assume without loss of generality that the homoclinic orbit ro = W"+(0). Then there exist a neighborhood N(TQ) of T0 u {0} in C and 0 < e"0 < e0 such that Wl(e) c N(TQ) and W^(e) n WXoc(e) = 0 if and only if there exists a periodic orbit in N(TQ), where W^(e) is the orbit of (3.34) through 0O satisfying 0O G W^c(e) and (\px ,0q -hs(4>0 ,e)) > 0. Furthermore, this periodic orbit is unique and exponentially asymptotically stable. D
We will only outline the proof of this theorem because the proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 2. Note that a periodic solution of the second kind corresponds to a periodic rotation of the state variable on the circle and a heteroclinic solution from A to B corresponds to a homoclinic curve of the state variable on the circle (by a homoclinic curve T(t) we mean lim(_>_oo F(t) = limi_>+oo T(t) ). We are interested in the problem of bifurcation of periodic solutions of the second kind from a heteroclinic solution from A to B. It is obvious that our main result cannot be applied directly to this problem. However, a slight modification will be sufficient. Proof. Since solutions of 0 = X -a0e~x are the eigenvalues of the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous semigroup defined by the linearized equation x(t) = aQx(t -1), by (H8) and (H9), local results derived in §3 are applicable to equation (4.2) near the equilibria A and B. Let B(S) be a sufficiently small neighborhood of A such that the local stable and unstable manifolds WXoc(a) and W^^a) of A are defined for a> a0 close to a0. Since WXoc(a) has codimension one, we may assume B(S) is divided by WXoc(a) into two disjoint parts Q.+(a) and 07(a) (see (3.30) ). Without loss of generality, we assume xf° c f2+ as t -» -co. Since Proof. Let N(xa°) and a^ be defined as in Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume 4>a ~ (~A + B) = <f>m(a), the unique fixed point of the map n(-,a) defined in Theorem 4.1 for every a G [aQ,a+). Therefore, the orbit y" of a periodic solution of the second kind xa must be in G for all a G (a0,aç). Hence, by Theorem 4.1 xa is unique and exponentially asymptotically stable, a Example. Let p G (it/2 ,it) be given. Let gw(Ç) = p(sinw -sin(¿; + w)) for (sR and w G (0 , it ¡2). Then there exists w0 G (0, 7r/2) such that for every w G (wQ, it/2) the real numbers A = -it -2w, B = it -2w, r = 5/3, i, = A + w, i2 = -w and gw(Ç) satisfy hypotheses (i)-(vi) (see [6] ). The corresponding equation x(t) = af(x(t -1)) with a > 0 and / = gw/g'w(A) models phase-locked loops for the control of high frequency generators (see [6 and 11] ).
